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Image Lot JAMAICA
268 1809-51 folded covers (11) mounted on album sheets
showing on the reverse various scarce H.S. types
including R.L. fleuron type (P.4), two of the later and
smaller fleurons, "Spanish Town/Ja." and "Green
Island/Ja.", type (P.8), both divided by letter-join,
"Annotto Bay" type (PH), "Old Harbour, Jamaica" (2),
"Buff Bay, Jamaica", "Morant Bay, Jamaica" and
"Spanish Town, Jamaica", all type (P.10), etc. The
impressions are rather above average and vary between
** and ***
269 1860-83 issues, a mounted collection of "A01" and "A27"
to "A78" numeral cancellations, almost all on wmk.
"Pines" and CC, amongst which are a great number of
very fine impressions and from which representation is
missing only of the following: A.32, 34, 36, 40, 46, 50,
54, 55, 58, 66, 70, 74 and 75. On the other hand there is a
2d. and a 6d. "Pines", each with a rare 1865 (and 186?)
"Mile-Gully, Jamaica" c.d. obliteration, type (PN), some
pairs, a fine horizontal strip of four 1d. "Pines" with
"A49" as well as "A42" cancelling 3d. and 6d. (3) on a
piece
270 1860 (Dec.)-67 E.L. (1), E3 (3), F. or part F. (2) bearing
in all adhesives (13), showing examples of 1867 "A42"
(Gordon Town), 1860 "A43" (also Gordon Town), "A54"
(1861) of May Hill, "A68" (Porus) and "A73" (St. Ann's
Bay)
271 1861 provisional manuscript cancellations "36" on
"Pines" 1d., 2d., 4d. and 6d. for use at Dry Harbour whilst
their "A36" obliterator was out of use. See note on page
204 of the Jamaica Handbook (1928)
GREAT BRITAIN USED IN JAMAICA
Offered by the order of Dr. D. LEONARD LEES
The following 88 lots comprise a fine representative
collection of Great Britain used in the Colony during the
period of validity 1858 (May) to 1860 (Aug.), arranged in
the sequence of cancellation numerals, several items
being ex the Nicholson, Yates or McGowan collections.
The obliterations throughout may be taken as clear strikes
unless observations are made to the contrary in the
descriptions.
272 "A01" (Kingston): 1858 (July) E. to Penrith franked by a
wing-margined 6d., nice deep shade but showing a
vertical cover crease; 1859 E. from Four Paths P.O. to
Clarendon franked by 4d. (centred to the right); 1860 E.L.
to England franked by another and similarly centred 4d.
used with 1d., horizontal pair centred to the left
273 "A01" (Kingston): 1859 (Jan.) front-and-part-back
addressed to Liverpool, franked by wing-margined 1/- too
centrally obliterated to tie (S.G. J.6, cat. £10)

Qty
11

Est
£10

Real
11 0 0

Stamps
140

£20

30 0 0

items 6

£5

10 10 0

stamps
4

£6

900

3

£5

8 10 0

item 1

£5

800
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Image Lot JAMAICA
274 "A01" (Kingston): 1859 (June) part-front-part-back
franked by 4d. rose-carmine, a horizontal pair (wingmargin clipped) with scarce double "A01" obliteration
(S.G. type 3); 1859-60 E. (2), both franked by 4d. rose,
with type 2 duplex but both "foxed" and flimsy; 1859
(Nov.) cover to London bearing a clipped wing-margined
6d., duplex cancellation
275 "A01" (Kingston): 1859 (Sept.) piece franked by wingmargined 6d. of a nice deep shade with clear duplex
cancellation; other pieces (4) bearing adhesives (10) and
adhesives (5) off paper comprising in all 1d.(7), 4d. (6)
and 6d. (3), condition fair average, some being defective
276 "A01" (Kingston): 1860 (May) part-front-part-back
addressed to May Hill franked by LC 14 1d.. a well
centred fine horizontal pair, a horizontal strip of three
(centred low and left-hand stamp defective at bottom) and
a single (some pulled perfs.) making a 6d. rate, showing
on the reverse the May Hill arrival c.d.s. type (P.10), ***
277 "A28" (Annotto Bay): 1857 4d. rose (S.G. 68) centred
slightly to the right and with a pulled perf. near the southwest corner; also 6d. lilac (S.G. 70), a line well-centred
copy. Total cat. £9
278 "A28" (Annotto Bay): 1859 (March) part-front-and-back
bearing Id., a well-centred horizontal strip of four (S.G.
J.20, unpriced) showing the Annotto Bay c.d.s., RL. type
(PH), on the reverse, *** (see Photo Plate III)
279 "A28" (Annotto Bay): 1859 (Sept.) E. to Kingston
bearing a well-centred 4d. tied by a centrally struck
cancellation (S.G. J.21, cat. £10) and showing on the
obverse an Annotto Bay c.d.s., as previous lot
280 "A29" (Bath): 1857 4d. rose-carmine (S.G. 67) centred to
the right and detached for use by cutting from the sheet
with scissors. thus blunting many perfs., particularly at
the bottom, tied to small piece by a rather smudged
obliteration, obviously from a dirty cancellor; also "A30"
(Black River) on 6d. off paper showing a few perfs.
pulled at south-cast corner and centred to left (S.G. J.21
and 28, cat. 145/-)
281 "A29" (Bath): 1858 (Nov.) to England franked by 6d., a
nice horizontal pair centred a trifle low, clearly cancelled
by "Bath, Jamaica" c.ds., RL. type (P.10), being over
three months prior to the issue of the "A29" obliterator,
the adhesives also showing a Kingston transit "A01"
cancellation (see Photo Plate HI)
282 s"A29" (Bath): 1859 franked by 1d., horizontal three
(May) part-front-and-back a strip of (left-hand tamp has
defect at top but also has a large portion of a further
stamp at left of what was originally a strip of four). The
cancellation is a bit smudgy and the "Bath, Jamaica"
c.d.s., type as previous lot, is on the reverse, ***

Qty
4

Est
70/-

Real
700

Stamps
16

£8

7 10 0

Stamps
6

70/-

660

stamps
2

70/-

440

stamps
4

£11

13 0 0

1

£4

800

stamps
2

50/-

2 15 0

1

£18

19 0 0

stamps
3

£6

7 10 0
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Image Lot JAMAICA
283 "A30" (Black River): 1859 (July) cover to Savannah-laMar vertically creased (but not affecting the adhesive)
and with a few "worm holes", franked by 4d. rose,
centred to the north-east; another cover (minus a
triangular piece of the south-east corner of the obverse)
franked by 6d., centred to the north-east
link
284 "P6" (Buff Bay): 1859 (Feb. 10) piece franked by 6d.
lilac (2), both wing-margined and centred low, used
together on piece and tied by a "Buff Bay, Jamaica"
c.d.s., type (PL), the period being just under three weeks
prior to the introduction of the numeral obliterator on
March 1st. Each adhesive is further cancelled "A01" at
Kingston, as was the custom (see Photo Plate V)
285 "A32" (Buff Bay): 4d. pale rose. some surface rubbing.
used on piece, and a 6d. off paper, a fine copy but centred
a little high (S.G. J.33 and 34, total cat. £12)
286 "A33" (Chapelton): 4d. rose. vertical crease, franking
small part-front-and-back with supporting Chapelton
c.d.s. on the reverse, type (PQ); also 6d.. a nice and fairly
well centred copy off paper (S.G. J.57, cat. £6)
287 "A34" (Claremont): 1859 (May) part-front-and-part-back
franked on the obverse by 4d. rose, very clearly but
slightly too centrally obliterated to tie, showing the
supporting c.d.s. type (PQ) on the reverse (sec Photo
Plate IV)
288 "A36" (Dry Harbour): 1d.(S.G. J.44, cat. £12) on undated
small piece, with a B.P.A. expertisation certificate of
1945 (Dec.) stating that "it is genuine in all respects"
289 "A36" (Dry Harbour): 6d. lilac, pale shade. a wellcentred copy off paper, slightly stained (S.G. J.46, cat.
£12)
290 "A37" (Duncans): 1856 6d. lilac (SG. 70) slightly creased
at top of wing-margin (at right). used on small piece. very
clearly obliterated but too centrally to tic (SG. J.49, cat.
£5)
291 "A37" (Duncans): 1858 (July 26) E.L. with vertical
crease (but not affecting the adhesive), also franked by a
6d. lilac, addressed to London and used at a date over six
months prior to the introduction of the numeral obliterator
on 1/3/59. thus cancelled "A01" at Kingston and showing
a "Duncans, Jamaica" c.d.s., RL. type (P.10) on the
obverse, ***

Qty
2

Est
£4

Real
450

stamps
2

£8

900

stamps
2

90/-

5 10 0

stamps
2

70/-

450

1

£7

10 10 0

stamp
1

£5

7 10 0

stamp
1

90/-

510 0

piece 1

50/-

1 12 6

1

£4

750
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Image Lot JAMAICA
292 "A39" (Falmouth): 1859 (Jan.) E. to Kingston franked by
a 6d., centred to the south-east. showing part of a small
unframed c.d. "Falmouth, Jamaica" c.d.s. as an
obliteration (being at a date a few weeks prior to the
introduction of the numeral obliterator) and additionally
showing the Kingston "A01" cancellation; also 1860 to
London. addressees' names deleted by pen, showing a 4d.
and a 1d.centrally and not very clearly obliterated "A39",
whilst a second strike cancelled another 1d.(making a 6d.
rate) now missing; also 4d. and 6d., both off paper. with
fairly well centred cancellations
293 "A39" (Falmouth): 1859 (April) E.L. to Kingston franked
by 6d.. centred high and defective at left (S.G. J.55, cat.
£10), showing small "Falmouth, Jamaica" c.d.s., as
previously, on the obverse
294 "A40" (Flint River): 1858 (Oct.) c.d. "Flint River,
Jamaica" R.L. type (P.10) full cancellation on 6d., centred
to the south-east and perfs. clipped all along the bottom,
used on piece at a period prior to arrival of the numeral
obliterator (1859), and further cancelled "A01" at
Kingston; another well-centred but wing-margined 6d.
tied to piece with the numeral obliteration of "A40"
link
295 "A41" (Gayle): 1856 1/- (S.G. 72) off paper, perfs. partly
clipped at bottom but a very rare item (S.G. J.64, cat.
£20) (see Photo Plate V)
link
296 "A42" (Golden Spring): 6d., nice full colour but centred a
trifle high, with pulled perf. at south-east corner, showing
a beautifully clear strike. Rare (S.G. J.67, cat. £16) (see
Photo Plate V)
297 "A44" (Goshen): 1859 (March 1), a first day cover for
this obliteration but not a very clear impression on wingmargined 6d. (S.G. J.74, cat. £6) and supported on the
obverse by a "Goshen, Jamaica" c.d.s. type (P.10); 1858
(Nov.) E. to Liverpool franked by a well-centred 6d.
cancelled "A01" at Kingston (being of the pre-"A44"
period) and showing on the obverse a similar Goshen
c.d.s. in a faint impression
298 A44" (Goshen): 1859 (Oct.) E. to Kingston franked by a
fine colour, well-centred wing-margined 6d., obliteration
too centrally struck to tie, supported on the obverse by a
Goshen c.d.s. type (PO), ***
299 A44" (Goshen): 1859 (Dec.) part-front-and-part-back
franked by 4d. pale shade, and 1d., horizontal pair
(centred low), showing a light strike of a similar c.d.s. to
the previous lot
300 A44" (Goshen): 1d.LC 14, a horizontal pair centred to
the right, tied to a tiny piece by a single strike

Qty
stamps
5

Est
£5

Real
6 10 0

1

£3

1 15 0

pieces
2

£6

6 10 0

stamp
1

£10

12 0 0

stamp
1

130/- 7 10 0

2

£5

500

1

70/-

6 10 0

stamps
3

£6

550

stamps
2

90/-

5 10 0
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301 "A45" (Grange Hill): 1858 (Nov. 22) E. to London prior
to the issue of the numeral cancellor (in the following
year), franked by 6d. (centred low) with "A01" transit
obliteration of Kingston and showing a "Grange Hill,
Jamaica" c.d.s. on the obverse, type (P.10), which has the
whole of the date filled in by manuscript except the "18"
of the century, ***
302 "A45" (Grange Hill): 1859 (June) E. to Kingston franked
by a 4d. rose-carmine, a horizontal pair, wing-margined
at left, the right-hand stamp being defective (S.G. J.73,
cat. £10 for a single). On the obverse is the c.d.s. type
(P.10), ***. but in rather an oily impression
303 "A46 (Green Island): 6d., a well-centred copy off paper;
"A46" (Green Island): 4d. and 6d. (centred low), each on
a separate piece, the former having slightly "clotted"
obliteration although perfectly clear under a magnifying
glass. Total cat. 305/304 "A47" (Highgate): 4d. rose and 6d., both well-centred
copies and both off paper (S.G. J.83, 84, cat. 175/-)
link
305 "A48" (Hope Bay): 4d. rose, off paper, wing-margined at
right, a superb strike, all visible (S.G. J.86, cat. £10) (see
Photo Plate V)
link
306 "A49" (Lilliput): 1859 (Sept.) E.L. to Kingston franked
by 1d., a horizontal pair, and 4d. rose, a slightly surfacerubbed copy with perfs, clipped partly at top and wholly
at the left (where it was doubtless wing-margined
originally). Adjacent to the adhesives is a superb strike of
the Lilliput c.d.s., type (PN) (see Photo Plate V)
307 "A49" (Lilliput): 6d., two shades, one centred high and
the other low, used together on an 1860 d. piece to
London; also 1858 (July) piece showing a Lilliput c.d.s.,
as in previous lot, cancelled "A01" at Kingston, being of
the pre-numeral obliterator period for this post town
308 "A51" (Lucea): 4d. rose, pale shade, centred low, and a
well-centred 6d., both off paper (cat. S.G. 125/-)
309 "A53" (Mandeville): 1859 (Feb.) part-front-part-back
franked by 4d. rose-carmine, centred high and obliterated
by the "Mandeville, Jamaica" c.d.s. prior to the arrival of
the numeral cancellor. A rare item (see Photo Plate IV)
310 "A54" (May Hill): 1859 (Aug.) E. to Kingston franked by
6d. and showing "May Hill, Jamaica" c.d.s., R.L. type
(P.10), on the reverse, *** (see Photo Plate IV)
311 "A54" (May Hill): 1859 (Oct.) E. from the same
correspondence franked by Id., a horizontal pair, and 4d.
rose-carmine (defective at south-west corner), with "May
Hill, Jamaica" c.d.s. on the reverse, as previous lot, ***
312 "A54" (May Hill): 4d. pale rose off paper, centred a little
to the right; "A55" (Mile Gully): 4d. rose-carmine,
centred to the north-east, nicely tied to a small piece; also
6d., centred a trifle low, with very clear "A5-" but the
second figure indeterminable

Qty
1

Est
70/-

Real
550

1

110/- 5 0 0

stamps
3

150/- 8 0 0

stamps
2
stamp
1

£4

7 10 0

£5

900

1

£10

12 10 0

pieces
2

70/-

600

stamps
2
piece 1

£3

600

£8

800

1

£6

700

1

£6

900

stamps
3

£4

400
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Image Lot JAMAICA
313 "A57" (Montego Bay): 1859 (March 7) part-front-andpart-back addressed to Kingston, franked by 1d.horizontal
pair, defective at left, used with wing-margined 6d.,
centred high, whilst on reverse is a "Montego Bay,
Jamaica" c.d.s., R.L. type (P.10) in a moderate impression
314 "A57" (Montego Bay): 1859 (July 11) E. from the same
correspondence franked by 4d. pale rose, a fine horizontal
pair, wing-margined at right and centred to the north-west
315 "A57" (Montego Bay): 1859 (Dec.) E.L. to Kingston
franked by 4d. rose, a wing-margined horizontal pair, and
a second pair (defective at top right) overlapping the
other pair (see Photo Plate IV)
316 "A57" (Montego Bay): 4d., a nice bright shade of rose,
off paper and centred to the right; also 6d., some blunted
perfs. on wing-margin at right and at the top, well tied to
a small piece. Both items have exceptionally clear
obliterations (S.G. 110, 111, total cat. £5)
317 "A 59" (Morant Bay): 1859 (April) part-front-and-partback addressed to Kingston, franked by a 4d. rosecarmine, centred slightly to the north-east, very clear
obliteration and attractively tied
318 "A 59" (Morant Bay): 1859 (July) E. to Four Paths P.O.
franked by 4d. pale rose, centred to the south-west, a few
pulled perfs. at top (S.G. J.98, cat. £15), backstamped
"Mandeville, Jamaica" type (PN); another 4d. rosecarmine off paper, wing-margined at right, one pulled
corner perf. at south-east
link
319 "A 59" (Morant Bay): 1860 (Feb.) E., a blue cover
showing some bleached spots, addressed to Derby and
franked by 6d., deep shade, and a nice fresh looking
horizontal pair, centred slightly only to the right (S.G.
J.118, cat. £14 for single on cover) (see Photo Plate V)
320 "A60" (Ocho Rios): 1859 (Oct.) E. with horizontal cover
crease (not affecting the adhesives), addressed to
Kingston and franked by wing-margined 4d. rose-carmine
(2), one defective at the bottom
321 "A60" (Ocho Rios): 1859 (Nov.) cover to Edinburgh
franked by a well-centred 6d. but defective at top
322 "A61" (Old Harbour): 1859 (Aug.) E. to Clarendon
franked by 4d. pale rose (S.G. J.123, cat. £16), centred a
trifle left and backstamped with both the Old Harbour and
Clarendon c.d.s.
323 A61" (Old Harbour): 4d. off paper, some pulled perfs.
and with rather heavy cancellation; also 6d., centred to
the right, also off paper
324 "A62" (Plantain Garden River): 1857 L.C. 14 1d.(S.G.
40), a horizontal strip of four centred to the north-east,
each with a nice clear obliteration but several torn perfs.
and other defects at top

Qty
stamps
3

Est
£6

Real
3 10 0

I

£5

700

1

£10

9 10 0

stamps
1

55/-

3 15 0

item 1

£6

440

stamps
2

£5

4 15 0

1

£11

15 5 0

1

£5

700

1

70/-

1 15 0

I

£7

800

stamps
2

70/-

276

stamps
4

£7

6 15 0
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Image Lot JAMAICA
325 "A62" (Plantain Garden River): 1859 (Feb. 22) 4d. rose,
centred slightly to the right on small piece, showing the
whole of the c.d.s. of Plantain Garden River, type (PL),
used just prior to the delivery of the numeral cancellor,
the adhesive thus also showing an "A01" obliteration;
another copy of this adhesive, fairly well centred, very
clear "A62" cancellation but two or three missing perfs.;
also "A65" (Port Morant): 4d. rose, centred to south-east,
nicely tied on small piece
326 "A62" (Plantain Garden River): 1859 (May 3) E. to
Kingston franked by 4d. rose, centred to the south-east,
tied by fine and clear "A62" obliteration and showing the
c.d.s. of departure and of arrival, both type (PL), on the
reverse (S.G. J.126f1 cat. £12) (see Photo Plate IV)
327 "A62" (Plantain Garden River): 1859 (Nov.) E. to
Kingston similarly franked by 4d. rose (centred to northeast), cancellation a bit smudgy but a clear c.d.s. of origin
type (PL) on the obverse and backstamped for arrival
328 "A64" (Port Antonio): 1859 (April) "O.H.M.S." E.L. to
Kingston yet franked by 4d. rose-carmine, horizontal
pairs (2), both centred a little low, obliterations light but
clear (S.G. J.I32, cat. £12 for a single on cover) (see
Photo Plate IV)
329 "A64" (Port Antonio): 1859 (July), a slightly foxed E.L.
addressed to Spanish Town, franked by 6d. lilac, centred
to the right and with a horizontal cover crease through it,
showing a clear but rather oily obliteration (S.G. J.133,
cat. £8)
330 "A65" (Port Morant): 1859 (Sept.) E. of a registered
money letter to Kingston bearing a single and a horizontal
strip of three 4d. (the middle stamp of the strip with a
vertical cover crease), plus a fairly well centred 6d. The
cover is a little bleached and has several creases but is
undoubtedly very scarce bearing this unusual internal
postal rate of 1sh. 10d. (see Photo Plate IV)
331 "A66" (Port Maria): 1859 (Dec.) part-front-and-part-back
to Kingston franked by 4d. rose, centred to the south-east
and with pulled north-east corner perf. showing the
supporting town c.d.s., R.L. type (PH), on the obverse,
and backstamped for arrival
332 "A68" (Porus): 1859 (Feb. 4) part-front-and-part-back
addressed to Kingston of the period just prior to the
arrival of the numeral cancellor, franked by 4d. rose,
centred slightly to the north-east and cancelled with the
customary "A01" of Kingston besides bearing a light pencancellation. On the reverse is a Porus c.d.s., type (PL),
***

Qty
stamps
3

Est
Real
110/- 4 10 0

I

£7

11 10 0

I

£6

440

I

£14

15 0 0

1

70/-

300

1

£15

18 0 0

piece 1

£6

500

item 1

£6

6 10 0
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333 "A68" (Porus): 1859 (May 13) E. from the same
correspondence showing a horizontal crease (although not
affecting the adhesive), franked by well-centred 4d. rose,
with light but legible obliteration "A68" (S.G. J.I44, cat.
£12), whilst the supporting c.d.s. of origin, type (PL), is
on the reverse, ***
334 "A69" (Ramble): 4d. rose, fairly well centred, and Id., a
horizontal pair centred to the south-west, tied to small
piece, the right-hand stamp being defective at the northeast corner
335 "A70" (Rio Bueno): 1860 (Feb.) d. piece franked by 6d.,
a nice bright shade, centred a trifle low and tied by a
superb impression (S.G.J.152, cat. £5)
336 "A70" (Rio Bueno): 1860 (April) front to London
showing a "Jamaica Paid" c.d.s. in red, R.L. type (A),
***, franked by Id., a nice horizontal pair used with 4d.
rose, centred to the north-west and defective at bottom
(see Photo Plate IV)
337 "A71" (Rodney Hall): 4d. rose, wing-margined at right, a
nice full shade, centred to the south-west and showing a
very clear obliteration (S.G. J.I54, cat. 90/-)
338 "A71" (Rodney Hall): 1859 (Oct.) E. addressed to
Kingston with central horizontal crease, not affecting the
adhesive, which is a 4d. rose-carmine (wing-margined),
the obverse showing both departures and arrival c.d.s.
(S.G. J.154, cat. £10)
339 "A73" (St. Ann's Bay): 1859 (March 25) part-front-andpart-back showing early use of the obliterator on Id., a
well-centred horizontal pair used with a 4d. rose, centred
high, the c.d.s. of origin being on the reverse (see Photo
Plate IV)
340 "A73" (St. Ann's Bay): 1860 (March) D-r1 to London
showing a few bleaching spots, franked by a 6d., centred
to the south-east (S.G. J.164, cat. £11), bearing the c.d.s.
of origin and a Kingston transit c.d.s., both on the obverse
341 "A73" (St. Ann's Bay): 4d. rose, centred to the southeast, and a wing-margined 6d., centred high, both off
paper and clearly obliterated. (Total cat. 190/-)
342 "A74" (Saltgut): 1859 (Oct.) E. addressed to Kingston,
franked by a 6d., which has been detached by scissors and
shows clipped perfs. at left as well as blunted ones at
right, clearly but too centrally obliterated to tie
(S.G.J.164, cat. £11). The obverse shows both the
departure and arrival c.d.s. and there is a horizontal cover
crease which does not affect the adhesive in any way
343 "A74" (Saltgut): 4d. rose off paper, centred a little low,
clearly and not too heavily obliterated (S.G. J.163, cat.
£6)

Qty
1

Est
£5

Real
7 10 0

stamps
3

£7

900

piece 1

70/-

700

front I

£12

12 0 0

stamp
1

50/-

350

1

£6

400

item 1

£10

11 0 0

1

£5

4 10 0

stamps
,

90/-

550

1

130/- 8 10 0

stamp
1

50/-

3 15 0
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344 "A75" (Savannah-la-Mar): 1858 (Nov. 24) E. to London
franked by well-centred 6d., and being at a date prior to
the arrival of the numeral obliterator, is cancelled "A01"
at Kingston (in rather a heavy impression), whilst on the
obverse is a light but clear c.d.s., R.L. type (P.10), of the
town of origin
345 "A75" (Savannah-la-Mar): 1859 (Feb.) part-front-andpart-back, also at a date prior to the arrival of the numeral
canccllor, franked by 4d., a wing-margined horizontal
pair of a nice bright shade, cancelled by c.d.s., type
(P.10), and further obliterated "A01" at Kingston
346 "A75" (Savannah-la-Mar): 1859 (April) E. addressed to
Kingston, franked by 4d., a wing-margined horizontal
pair centred to the north-cast and cancelled by the
recently arrived "A75". There is a horizontal cover
crease—not affecting the adhesives—and the departure
and arrival c.d.s. are on the reverse
347 "A75" (Savannah-la-Mar): 1859 (Sept.) E. to London
franked by well-centred 6d., defective at left (probably a
wing-margin roughly torn off), showing on the obverse
the Savannah c.d.s., type (P.10), and a London arrival c.d.
Paid s. in red. The cover has a horizontal crease but the
adhesive is not affected thereby
348 "A75" (Savannah-la-Mar): 1860 (January) piece showing
departure c.d.s. and part of a London arrival (or transit s.
in red), franked by a discoloured 4d., plus Id., a
horizontal pair centred high, the three adhesives with two
cancellations, both too centrally struck to tie
349 "A75" (Savannah-la-Mar): 1d., a horizontal strip of three,
centred low, with two strikes of the numeral cancellation
350 "A76" (Spanish Town): 1859 (May 10) cover to
Cumberland franked by wing-margined 6d. cancelled
"A01" at Kingston, being apparently of the pre-numeral
obliterator period, the obverse showing "Spanish Town
Jamaica", type (P.10); 1860 (January) E. to Derby
franked by 6d., a wing-margined vertical pair, each
adhesive with a clear "A76" cancellation but both of the
adhesives defective at left
351 "A76" (Spanish Town): 1859 (Aug.) E. to Four Paths
P.O., franked by 4d., a well-centred copy but just too
centrally obliterated to tie. The c.d.s. of origin is on the
obverse, whilst the reverse shows a Clarendon c.d.s., *.*
352 "A76" (Spanish Town): 1d.. a well centred horizontal
pair, off paper, each stamp clearly cancelled
353 "A76" (Spanish Town): 4d. rose, off paper, centred to the
right, clipped perfs. at left; also 6d., a well-centred wingmargined horizontal pair, also off paper
354 "A76" (Spanish Town): 1/- (S.G. 72). a fine winemargined copy off paper, lightly but clearly obliterated
(SG. J.172, cat. £16) (see Photo Plate IV)
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Image Lot JAMAICA
355 "A76" (Spanish Town): 6d., a wing-margined copy,
centred high, deep shade, cancelled by a large H.S. "I"
(used circa 1859 at Spanish Town only) on an undated
piece, tied by "A01" obliteration of Kingston (see Photo
Plate IV)
356 "A77" (Stewart Town): 4d. rose, off paper, wingmargined at left, lightly and clearly cancelled (S.G. J.174,
cat. £9)
357 "A78" (Vere): 1859 (Nov.) part-front-and-part-back
addressed to Kingston, franked by a 4d. rose-carmine,
centred to the north-west, showing on the reverse c.d.s. of
origin, type (P.10), with the arrival c.d.s. on the obverse
358 "A78" (Vere): 6d., a well-centred horizontal pair well
tied to small piece
link
359 "A78" (Vere): 1/- (S.G. 72) off paper, centred to the
south-east, clearly obliterated (S.G. J.179, cat. £18) (see
Photo Plate V)
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